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Tianwen-1:
Brief Assessment of the Main Objectives Behind China’s First Mars Mission
Tianwen-1 is the first Chinese Mars mission.1 No state's first Mars mission has previously tried to
put a probe into planetary orbit, conduct a soft landing and subsequently explore the planet with a
rover. An early attempt by the Chinese government to put a probe2 into Mars orbit as part of the
Russia-led Phobos-Grunt Mission in 2011 failed after launch due to carrier technical issues.
Tianwen-1 includes a probe, a lander and a rover. A Chinese CZ-53 carrier rocket launched them
from the Chinese spaceport in Wenchang, Hainan Province4 on Thursday 23 July 2020. These are
planned to arrive at Mars in spring 2021 to serve further its exploration.
The probe has seven scientific instruments, and will remain in Mars orbit. It also has relay
communications with the rover. The rover is equipped with six scientific instruments, and soft
landing apparatus.5 According to one news report6, the Institut de Recherche en Astrophysique et
Planétologie via the French space agency Centre national d'études spatiales (CNES) and the
Space Research Institute (Institut für Weltraumforschung) of the Austrian Academy of Sciences
(Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften) were involved in the development of two of the
scientific instruments. The European Space Agency (ESA) through its ground station network
Estrack will assist the mission’s early launch phase. The Argentine space agency CONAE
(Comisión Nacional de Actividades Espaciales) may also play some role in the mission.
Drawing on Chinese space policies and declared ambitions it can be concluded that the
government is pursuing the following three objectives:7
First, that Tianwen-1 advances the scientific and technological capabilities in China, as well as
scientific knowledge globally. This complex mission requires the development and use of
sophisticated technology that will improve the understanding of Mars’ morphology, geological and
internal structure, soil composition, electromagnetic and gravitational fields, environment,
atmosphere, climate and water-ice-distribution. Mars exploration can facilitate the search for extraterrestrial life and the study of the evolution of our Solar System. Eventually, a better
understanding of this planet can benefit any potential future attempt to land a human on its surface
or to establish a human settlement on another celestial body.8
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Reports indicate that, henceforward, “Tianwen” (天问 号; Questions to Heaven-1, or Quest for Heavenly Truth-1)
shall serve as the identifier of Chinese exploration missions to other celestial bodies (presumably except lunar
missions). The term is taken from the name of a poem by Qu Yuan, a famous poet in ancient China. There is no
English equivalent carrying the Chinese term’s full meaning. See also
https://global.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202004/24/WS5ea24a82a3105d50a3d188ea.html; https://www.nature.com/articles/
s41550-020-1148-6
(Yinghuo-1; 萤火一号; Firefly-1)
(Changzheng-5; 长征五号; Long March-5)
(文昌航天发射场)
https://spacenews.com/long-march-5-rolled-out-for-july-23-launch-of-chinas-tianwen-1-marsmission; https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-020-1148-6; http://sh.people.com.cn/n2/2020/0526/c17673934042765.html
https://spacenews.com/long-march-5-rolled-out-for-july-23-launch-of-chinas-tianwen-1-mars-mission/
This assessment builds on research results in: https://www.spaceinstitute.org/app/uploads/1556891993_PhD_thesis(final)_Beischl_2018.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-020-1148-6; http://sh.people.com.cn/n2/2020/0526/c176739-34042765.html
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Second, there is an underlying domestic political objective. In particular, this mission can help
strengthen the legitimacy of the CPC’s (Communist Party of China) rule over all of China. This
mission displays to the Chinese people the technological and scientific progress and capability of
the country under the CPC’s leadership. Although a few states have attempted Mars missions only
the USA has successfully landed and operated rovers on the planet. This assessment is further
supported by the fact that the mission will arrive at Mars in the first half of next year. In 2021 the
CPC celebrates its 100th anniversary and aims to achieve the first of its so-called Two Centenaries,
a set of two goals that are closely linked to the “Chinese Dream” vision evoked by President Xi
Jinping. The first goal is the building of a Chinese society moderately well-off in all respects –
chiefly measured against socio-economic and technological conditions.
Third, Tianwen-1 will advance China’s international prestige and influence. A successful Chinese
Mars mission would be a striking, internationally visible demonstration of the rapid technological
and scientific development of China in comparison to other states. It would clearly showcase that
China has caught up to the USA in one more area, successfully landing and operating rovers on
Mars. Regionally, China would also out-perform India’s internationally acclaimed Mars mission. In
2014 India became the first Asian state to successfully put a probe into Mars orbit. India was the
first country to achieve that with its first attempt. Collaboration with Argentine, French and Austrian
entities, as well as ESA, in the Tianwen-1 mission can also be interpreted to be part of China’s
pursuit of this political objective. Any potential distribution of research data and results might
enhance the relevant international research communities’ goodwill towards China as well.
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